loft

Fellowships

Fail Grades

Far4hion IWPa
offered b., the Tohe-Coburn
school for Fashion t’itreers In
according to 1/on
Nee York City,
gsan assistant to the dean of
students. ApplicaUon is open to
in senior %omen who will grad this )ear before Aug. 31.
available in Rs an",
Flinn% are
office, U1069. The fellonathip
rovertt a full $1600 tuition. Registration deadline In Jan, 214
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ASH President Bill Hauck called
the change in San Jose State’s Col- I
lege Union building plans "realistic" Friday and added that he
hoped to see the long-awaited union
ready for business by the spring
of 1965.
Hauck, who was elected student
body president on a platform that
Included construction of a college
union. PP
change and said he felt all along
that "we had to get moving" with
the plans.
A meeting of the College Union
Building Committee meeting
Thursday resulted in the change
o policy.
e o building program
consisted of a number of sub-committees assigned to different areas
of the program, but, as Hauck said,
"nobody could get anything done."
"Each sub-committee was contingent on the others and it was a
big merry-go-round," he added.
Hauck indicated he had felt all
along that someone was needed
who could work full time on the
project, free from studies or teaching responsibilities.
The new plan terminates the
functioning of the different subcommittees and calls for a student
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1963

Realistic Union Changes
Commended by Hauck

Hauck Announces
’Where We Stand

vote in the spring tor student bodyl
approval.
If the vote is favorable a full
N ’
.
time college union director will be
Now at the halfway point in his
hired and the final plans will be
year-long student body presidency,
formulates’.
Bill Hauck has given a "Where
The $4 million project will have!
We Stand" statement to the stuto be supported entirely by thel
dent body.
students, Haul( said, and this Is
In an interview with the Sparthe reason for the Importance of
tan Daily Friday Hauck enumthe student vote
Where will the money come erated the most important and
from? Hauck said the funds will challenging problems he and the
have to come out of student body Student Council have been conexpenses, but added. "I don’t an- fronted with this year.
ticipate it to cost any more than! Locally, he cited five main areas
in which he has seen significant
$6 a student each semester"

progressThey
PROBLEMS LISTED
1 Development in the academic
Although the campus is involved
; prestige of the college outside the
classroom. Hauck pointed out the
In %Ivies about approaching 0.
’appearance of Hans Morgenthau
MIS. registration information for
; on campus and said ’This idea
the spring semester is not premacan be advanced. In the spring
ture.
; the Honors Convocation. sponDetailed instructions will be
’ sored by the faculty and students,
found in the "Spring Semester
also helps us in this area.
Schedule of Classes" catalogue.
, 21 Progress in the drive for a
Registration packets may be
Student Union on the SJS campus.
picked up in the Library according
Here, Hauck said the passage of
to the following schedule:
a formal go-ahead by the Board
Graduates and seniors 190 units
I of Trustees to individual colleges
or mm’s’ will register Thursday
; to work in their localized areas
morning, Feb. 7. The A’s to D’s
for their Student Unions was ob.
will start in line 1 at 7:30; E’s to
ained in November.
K’s in line 2 at 8:30; L’s to Q’s in
31 The passage of Proposition
line 1 at 9:30; R’s to Z’s in line
IA. state higher education con2 at 10:30.
oruction bond issue. "I think we
Juniors, Sophomores, and FreshClass schedules for the 1963,30. Some classes will run the full made a pretty effective effort Ire
men will start to register ThursSJS summer sessions are available II) weeks from June 24 through cally and statewide to get this
day late morning, Feb. 7. The H’s
issue passed," Hauck said.
at Spartan Bookstore or in the Aug. 30.
to Xs will start off in line 1 at
Dean West called attention to,
Summer Sessions Office, Adm144.
11:30; K’s to Mc’s in line 2 at 1:00
NEWS. INFORMATION
"A real effort is being made to I important changes in the 1963
p.m. The elapse of time is for reg4) Overcoming a problem in
distribute these schedules before ; offering in Foreign Languages.
istration officials to have lunch.
news and information from student
the end of the fall semester so1 ’Not only is the Foreign Lan- government areas to the student
The M’s and N’s will form in line
students can plan both spring andl guage offering considerably ex- body. Two things helped conquer
1 at 1:45; O’s to R’s in line 2 at
summer term study programs be- panded, but most of the classes this problem. Hauck said. The first
2:30 and the S’s only form line 1
fore spring registration," Summer I svill be in the 10-week session." sass the hiring of a salaried public
at 3:15 p.m.
Session Dean Joe H. West, said he said.
The library and gymnasiums will
information officer and the second
A one-week intersession. June was publication of an ASH NewsMonday.
close at 3:45 and 4 p.m. respecThe 1963 summer sessions pro- 17-21. preceding the opening of
tively. They will reopen again Fring
is an. gram will he considerably larger the six-week summer session, will letter. "This enables us to disperse
day morning, Feb. 8, at 8. The T’s
communicu
information
and
23 should
t their1
Ps much more effectively with the
than last year’s. and a number featurea n
to W’s will form in line 2 and
mailing envelopes, famished by
of prominent visiting faculty mem- and conferen.ees. Summer students student body," he said.
slut when the library opens. The
the college, at the Registrar’s
bers will be on the summer staff, cart earn one extra unit of credit
X’s
Z’s and the A’s will form
gap in college-cornSi Filling
Office, ?OM 102, at windows 9
by taking advantage of Interses- ; munity relations. "A number of
Dean West said.
at line 1 and start at 8:45; B’s
or 11 All di don
will be mailed
sion
offerings.
2
at
9:30;
C’s
and
D’s
line
only In
The six -week session will be
city government officials, Includabout three weeks after gradtutStudents may earn up to six
In line 1 at 10:15; and E’s to G’s
ing k P Dutch) Harriman. city
held June 24-Aug. 2. The fourthin.
session
sixweek
the
during
units
m line 2 at 11.00.
manager: Mayor Robert Welch,
week session is scheduled Aug. 5units
during
four
aS
rnallY
as
lam
All students who can not register
a
1 the four-week session, as well as
at their respective times may be# earning one unit during Interses- fee have attended student council
tween the hours of 4:30 and 8:30
melting’s." /Mark said. "I have
sion week.
p.m. on Friday or anytime after
also attended community club and
of
Monterey.
Santa
residents
For
their letter group has eittered the
committee meetings througout
ICrtiz and San Benito counties. San the year."
Library.
College
also
offers
a
Jose
State
Grade cards should bs taken with
On the state-wide level, Hauck,
=’ ’branch summer session at Hart- as president of the California
vett if ss
l
t
h
II
i
.
,
24
to
June
1
in
Salinas,
College
n
r
1
,
-or’
second half of a year course, such
State College Student Presidents’
.
’LIBERAL NATION’
. Aug. 2. Hartnett session courses
,
_. _.
as lansusss sr social sciences.
Association, has had the oppor"It wouldn’t make any difference
s-...S.
, are principally. for teachers.
As,*
tunity to deal with education offi.
...1"
who won the election, any election
perregistration
past,
As
in
the
’
1
cials on this level, and feels it is ex.
A
in our histors.," he fisintssi out,
determine tremely important.
be
issued
to
mits
vsill
).5
Mil
because of this lack of difference
in time of registration for
The sophomore Hass will meet in ideology.
AWARE OF PROBLEMS
simmer session students. Appliestoday at 3:30 p.m., in Cli238. All
-We are more effect ive than speIn discussing the American revo-1
Ito
tiens for registration permits will
sophomores are urged to attend lution, Dr. Hugins said it stag not
cial interest representatives bei
not be available until March 15.
’’s
-." \
by Maurice Jourdane, class presi- a revolt against feudalism because
t
"Summer students are urged to cause we are still students and we
dent,
are very much aware of the prob..
that did not exist here as it did in
apply
e
early hour permit," Dean West lems students thmughout the state
’"..t%sett",1vIt’et!,....’-‘-ra-N4.1,4’19r4494909499’9,94004,44 fte9sUr.,:,
have with relation to the colleges:.
Ji.
said.
\
Dean West pointed out that he explained.
Hauck said the group CSCPA)
summer is a good time for stu14.
for "official recogni.. ,
dents to take courses to speed tip is working
"
TIME OF
graduation, to work off deficien- tion- by the state college Board
CLASSES
EXAMINATION
cies, to schedule musses not readi- of Trustees. "What we want is to
,
-...,,,
Thursday (Jan. 17)
ly available in the regular session. be in the position where officials
No finals-free period
7:30 - 9:50 a.m.
or "to take an enrichment course will come to tis to consult us about
,
No finals-free period
10:00- 12:20 a.m.
4491iit--matters of prime concern to the
or two."
All English A and IA
1:00 - 3:20 p.m.
,
students." he said.
classes
1.$
Ile cited the Overseas Study,
,
4:30 Group II classes
3:30 - 5:50 p.m.
-Student Union. and out-of-state
7:00 p.m. Thurs. classes
7:00. 9:20 p.m.
foreign student tuition as such
problems.
Friday (Jan. 18)
7:30 Group I classes
730 - 9:50 a.m.
TOP DONORS-Representing the groups with the highest per.
"These problems must be on
10:00 - 1220 am.7:30 Group II classes
centage of blood donations made the last few days of November
a state-wide level " he said.
2:30 Group 11 classes
:00 - 3:20 p.m.
are (from left to right) Larry Meylink, blood drive chairman;
,
2:30 Group I classes
3:30. 5:50 p.m.
, Chit Nilpanich. government ofBill Dias, AFROTC, with 46 per cent; Sue Laird, Sigma Kappa
4:30 Group I classes
9:20 p.m.
7:00
ficial from Thailand, is visiting the Law School Exam
with 12 per cent; Mike Hooper, Alpha TAU Omega, largest numMonday (Jan. 21)
8:30 Group II classes
S.TS campus for three weeks in
7:30 - 9:50 a.m.
ber of participants with 76 per cent. and Bud Fosdick, chairman
8:30 Group I classes
order to study the recreation pro- Applications Ready
0:00 - 12:20 a.m.
of the Community Services Committee, The AFROTC and the
A "Make Room for the Broom"
1:30 Group I classes
, grams in this locality.
ss.
1:00 - 3:20 p.m.
Students int.’ -Community Services Committee co -sponsored the blood drive.
program goes into operation durins
1:30 Group II classes
Admission
3:30 - 5:50 p.m.
Second place holders are Sigma Pi with 72 per cent, and Alpha
Nilpanich. currently on a grant ; National Law
A
7:00 p.m. Mon. classes the early days of next semester.
7:00. 9:20 p.m.
Omega Pi with 10 per cent.
, from the Asia Foundation for a I test on Feb. 9 are notified that
project,
elean-up-thr-eity-st reels
; 14-week tour of public facilities in applications much reach Princeton.
Tussday (Jan. 22)
9:30 Group II classes
7:30. 9:50 a.m.
1
the plan will he tested the night
major American cities, is the first N.J., by Jan. 26, according to pre9:30 Group 1 classes
or. Feb. 12.
10:00. 12:20 a.rn.
inspector of recreation in Thailand ’ law adviser. Dr. T M. Norton.
12:30 Group II classes
1:00 - 3:20 p.m.
According to Arthur Philpott,!
Applientise forms are available
to he appointed by the Thailind
,
classes
I
Group
12:30
p.m.
5:50
3:30
traffic analyst for the city of San’
Municipal League. an organizati,,,- in (13146 ’ ,. ’Ailment of Political
7:00 p.m. Tues. classes Jose, objective of the city.pisspivied,
7:00 - 920 p.m.
,,,onapos.ed of the mayors of the I.’ ’--iii-, ’i- - ’ -;
Pr.. leet is to institute a vcorking ,
WPdnissclay (Jan. 23)
in that country.
10:30 Group I classes
7.30 - 9.50 A.M.
effective
plan which will
allow for
classes
:
I
10:30 Group 11 2
a.m.
10:00 - 12 0
Prior to his study tour in
cleaning of eertain streets in the I
3:30 Group I classes
1:00 - 3:20 p.m.
Members of the San S ss State] Tomormw’s meeting is open to United States. Nilpanich RSSiS, ’
college siren on the second and
3:30 Group II classes
3:30 - 5:50 p.m .
chapter of American Assn !anon of all interested faculty me:otters Dr. the MN!. Recreation Advisor, S.
month.
of
melt
Tuesday
fourth
Wed.
classes
700 p.m.
7:00 - 9:20 p.m.
University Professnrs : AM_ Is’ will; John A. Barr, shapter president ling S. Winans. former dinseter s
Offers
As provided by the program. for
hold a panel discussion tomorrow and professes of secondary edura-lthe California Recreation Comm; .
Thursday (Jan. 24)
11:30 Group II classes
th e initial test, residents on S.
7 30 - 9:50 a.m.
at 12,10 in Cafeteria Rooms A and tion, skill conduct the [nesting.
"lion.
11:30 Group I classes
Ninth and S. Tenth between Santa
10:00 - 12:20 a.m.
50TO
for reurrent 3 vine ins on plans for
Nilisanieh is a graduate of Than,Special & makeup ssems Clara and Reed Si refits will he Ft concerning the pomosals
1.00 - 3.20 p.m.
local famitY a revised faculty council to a com- niasat ttniversity in Bangkok, with
Special & makeup exams , asked to park their rats elsewhere "reentlett"n of the
3:30 - 5:50 p.m.
of
mittee jointly appointed by PM,: a master’s degree in public: admin.
Special & makeup exams !between the hours of midnight and
7:00 - 9:20 p.m.
Wahlquist and the facults istration, He is nisi) the p.oss,
T.
John
.
Panel
members
inchirie
Prof.
NEW BOOK PRICE
’ 6 a.m.
Group 1 classes meet daily,
MWTh, MW, WF,
MWF, MTW,
- council.
M. Morris, head of the
of a degree in law.
A
i
me
h
C
on the Bert
Parkunu will be ’emitted
W, F.
is
t
ry
Depa
rt
ment
pealil
; Dr.
Plus
During his tour of the ISS. the
east side of Ninth and 10th Streets
1Vheeler. associate professor of hisInspector has visited Ness- York.
Ii the hest lest.
Group 11 classes meet TTh, T, Th, TWTh, MTTh, TThF,
tory:
ss
and Dr. C. H. Lorsen,
many SSTS students
MIThF MTWTh, TWThF.
Washington, D.C.. Philadelphia.
I’.ecatise
PrPmgistration meetings few the Chirago, Los Aneeles, San Fisinthis area, the college is sistant professor of math
IlVe in
S:30 classes will have their finals at the last regular meeting
IY1OperFllinc: with eity In the effort
The AAUP chetah,- will discuss Recreation Department will he held ,iseo, and Sacramento.
ON USED TEXTS
the classes.
Nilpanieh’s stay in San Jose sPhilpott met with Dr. Stanley C. vsmous reports and nscornmends- in F0104 tomorrow between 1-2
Sold Between
p
io
17
faculty
Wednesday
anti
and
on
dean
of
students,
Rent,
from
1
Isems
arranged
lions
for
the
(results.
ronneil
rivinse
he’ Dr- Mall’ S.
All classes beginning on the hour will bit tested with the
and students To discuss the pro- and will establish a policy stand en
according to Dr. Mary Wile
JAN. 16 -JAN. 25
Wiles head of the S.1S department
Classes
lasses beginning the half hour before An P1111Tpl is an 8 A.M.
head of the department.
igress of the program,
of Recreation.
t he ism IP.
class tested at 7.30
By BE
LUBRANO
Europe. Americans were born free
Armed with an enthusiasm tor i and the revolution was an effort
his subject, Dr. Walter F,. Huginis to retain something we already
assistant professor of history, re- had.
viewed Louis Hartz’s book, "The
Americans, according to Hartz,
Liberal Tradition in America." for , practice a form of iiebraism bea capacity audience Friday in cause of a "chosen
I "
rooms A and B of the cafeteria. The United States is a unique tuiDr. Hugins’ review concludes the tion, but Americans refuse to unbook talk series for the semester. derstand why the rest of the world
The talks will be resumed again in is not the same.
the spring.
"What Is important In this book
is Hartz’s emphasis on the basic
COMPARES BOOK
concensus -- the agreement - - that
The historian compared the book has existed in
this country."
to another reviewed earlier this
Copies of the book are available
semester by Mrs. Suzanne Wiggins,
at the library and the bookstore
assistantprofessor
entitled "Conservatism in America"
by Clinton Rossiter. The prilessor
remarked, howeve r, "Rossiter’s
conservatism is Hartz’s liberalism."
What they discuss is closely related, he said.
When Caleb Colton said "Next
Both book s were published in
1955. Hartz is on the Harvard to acquiring good friends, the best
.
.
faculty and
.s
s a member ’acquisition is that of good books"
do you think he had finals in
of the Yale faculty.
mind?
"Hartz regards himself as a diThe library will facilitate any
sciple of de Tocqueville. He is look.
. .
ing at America from the standpoint student wishing to acquire good
books with its usual hours for
of Europe.
weekdays and weekends until
"Hartz begins with the premise
after finals.
that America is unique in the
Starting Jan. 25, the library will
world." In order to prove or to
show our uniqueness, we must com- be open on weekdays only, from
pare ourselves with European coun- 8 to 5 p.m.
tries to note the differences.
The usual schedule will he reTo the audience’s amusement, sumed with the opening of school
Dr. Hugins pointed rut a mistake in the second week of February,
made by Hartz in quoting de Tooqueville at the beginning of his
book. He said that although substituting "free" for "equal" was probably embarrassing to Hartz, it did
not affect his thesis. file mistake
1III41kit
’Os 444
was corrected in the paperback
,
J
printing of the book
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Guest Editorial

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Achieving Omniscience
Does omniscience conic earls in life or late? In my case,
came early, at about the time I was graduated from high
upon entering College.
I. I 10,1 it -1311111-1...111C.. _101Arer.
151-I
and the situation has steadily grown worse. My advice, therefore. ill those ssliose goal is munisciesice would be: Drop out
of school. Tlie likelihood is that you are closer now to your
goal than you ever will be again. Not that study will make
you more ignorant, but if it does for you what it should. it
will increase sour awareness of your ignorant and the ignor&ad
ance of others -- in that order. Omniscience can’t be acquired
at college, though many students, it appears, think so.
Some eltisiettle rtijot. lite iiiuniun that college professors
are omniscient. Possibl. some professors enjoy the same illu1.1k
sion. It isn’t easy to say who is encouraging whom to attribute
aminiscence to professors whether the students encourage the
professor- or the professors the students. Or is it both ways?
Maybe ,01111 professors really are omniscient. I could only say
.eta
(or sure that at least one at SJS isn’t.
One of the wisest professors with whom I studied frequently asserted that he didn’t understand very well the varilAtaa
ous matters about which he lectured very well. Yet his erudiagag
tion hail earned for him an international reputation. Was he
telling the truth? I think he probably was. It would be one
7.0a.
thing for his students. because he was a great scholar, to parrot
sa,s
his statement and to claim that they too didn’t understand
. tss
anything very well. It would be yet another thing for them to
know that what they said about themselves really was the case.
Socrates also had claimed not to know many things which
.1?111
/141.
ordinary men affirmed with confidence that they knew. Was
Mala
alga
he wilily:: the truth? Again. I think he probably was. The lesson to be learned from Socrates is not, with mock humility, to
ta.
pretend to be ignorant for the sake of showing up. all the
more effectively, those who may chance to be yet more ignorant than we are. The lesson to be learned is that we really
don’t know most ’any?) of the things we confidently assert.
One thing. I think, can be learned at college, although it
isn’t taught there. I Nor is college the only place where it can
be learned). That is that man cannot live by science alone.
Not even with technology thrown in for good measure.
Not all the questions of life are requests for information
or knowledge. Not all questions can be answered by conducting an empirical investigation. Not the employment of scientific method. but the exercise of one’s ability to make decisions
. Such questions
yields the answers to some of life’s quest
as: What shall I do with my life? What sort of person shall
I become? To what ideals shall I dedicate myself my time
and energy? In which "path of life" shall I walk?
Science and technology do not provide answers to any of
these questions, though they may themselves be given as answers. That is, one might say: It is to science or technology
that I shall devote my life. Such a decision cannot be called
true or false, but only wise or unwise.
The questions listed above and others like them require
to be answered. We might wish that we could avoid making
the decisions which will provide the answers to them, but we
cannot. For. as William James said, to fail to make a decision
is itself a decision - a decision in effect to drift with the tide
or humanity. And that is indeed one course in life which may
be taken, but there are othersmany others. Contrary to the
impression we are regularly subjected to. the alternatives of
drifting with the title of humanity or of becoming an unwashed. unshaven "rebel" are not the only ones. The stuff
out of which worthy ideals might be fashioned is abundant
even super-abundant. It is sufficient to mention only the wisdom of ancient Greece and our Judaeo-Christian heritage.
The ideals of other persons and peoples can be read about
and investigated, and one’s study may unearth much material
which can lie used in constructing one’s own ideal, hut it is
personal decisions that are required in the construction of
one’s own ideal.
When the ideal has been fashioned, how is it to be
attained? This question is like the one put by an ancient
at
traveler to Socrates: How does one get to Mount Olympus the
?
abode of the gods e? Socrates replied one gets there by making
3
every step one takes going in that direction.
.4
George Jones
as
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Editor:
As a foreign student from
Iraq. I want to express by gratefulness before I depart back to
my country for all the things I
have gained from SJS. Especially thanks to Dr. Alfortz Lengyel,
assistant professor of am, who
gave me special guidance with
my work and taught me to appreciate and understand the
American life and culture.
at
Amer
ASH VG3tet

By KEITH TAKAHASHI
Exchange Editor

Lockout May Be Ended
Coed dorm residents at UCLA may have it over Cinderella if
lockout is abolished this September.
A recent vote taken among women in residence halls at the
University of California at Los Angeles showed that 71.2 per cent
of the coeds are against lockout.
The fate of the present system hinges upon the results of a
parent poll which was mailed Jan. 2. Accompanied with the questionnaires were letters explaining the present system.
According to the Daily Bruin, Dr. T. Robert Nudd. supervisor
of housing services. said. "We don’t want to be doing something
simply because we have always done it."
Nudd emphasized that the housing office ts not necessarily
In favor of continuing lockouts. However, he said that plans to end
the system are in the discussion stage.
HOW DO LADIES SMOKE?
A rule of thumb which is as hazy as the smoke it generates
Arose an the Los Angeles City College campus recently.
The controversy centered around the question "Ilow dose a
lady smoke in public?" According to the Los Angeles Collegian,
two schools of thought exist.
One group says that a woman should smoke only when indoors.
This group says that a coed often has no choice but to smoke between classes.
As one coed said, "I’m against smoking, but if other People *Int
to do it, it’s all right with me."
Further enlightenment was added by another campus cigarette
expert who explained the right way to light a cigarette. When
lighting a cigarette, a woman doesn’t hang It from her lips and
light it independently. She holds it between her index and third
finger to do so," according to the Los Angeles Collegian.
Deciding to delve deeper into the matter and bring in local
tie-in, I questioned women students on this campus. One coed said
that smoking made womeni breath smell. Another chief complaint
concerns women who smoke in the cafeteria and puff in the faced
of persons who are eating food.
-

’Compulsory Housing
Forces Conformity’

W6)4 rbU VULPNT REAP Al-igA2 OF 74-IE A55iGNE7
CAAPTER5 MR, KINNE’{-- 50ME OF TI4I
MATERIAL.
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ADA Tells Kennedy:

’Get Off It and Fight’
By LYLE C. WILSON
WASHINGTON (UPI)
ADA’s annual love letter to the
President was no love letter
at all this time. Rather it was
an abrupt instruction to "get
off it young fella, and fight."
ADA is Americans for Democratic Action, a loosely organized political lodge of new New
Dealers with encampments scattered around the nation, like the
Eagles or the Elks. The new
Dealers are motivated by nostalgia, an aggressive homesickness for the Washington that
was when FDR was in the White
House.
Those were the good old days
for the egghead cell within
FDR’s New Deal community. A
casual idea from a Georgetown
think -party could spark an executive order on new legislation,
almost overnight. But those days
have passed from the Washington scene along with Harry Hopkins and FDR. Times have
changed!
NOT MUCH IMPACT
So it is that the annual appearance of the ADA hierachy
in Washington with ADA’s annual message on the state of the
union no longer is reckoned a
political event in terms of megatons. Decibels are more accurate for this measurement. This
message for the information of
the President instructs what
should be his administration’s
objectives in the new Congress.
The message was made public
here a week ago, a mixed broth
of whimsy and of frustration.
There was a certain whimsy in
ADA’s annoyed insistence that
President Kennedy make good
on certain promises in the 1960
Democratic platform. ADA’s
special emphasis was on the
civil rights promises of 1960.
ADA implied that the President lacked courage in that

area of legislation. There was
whimsy, too, in ADA’s instruction on tax reduction and government spending. Kennedy’s intentions now are pretty well
known--corporate and personal
Income tax cuts across the board
and hold -the-line on spending
except for national defense,
space and for interest on the
public debt. Kennedy also wants
tax reform but tax reduction
appears to have priority if there
must be a choice.
ADA TAX POLICY
ADA objects. The ADA’ers
want lower and middle bracket
tax reductions and a big boost
in federal spending. Really big.
ADA opposes top bracket reductions pending tax reform to close
loopholes. In view of Kennedy’s
known position on taxes and
spending, ADA had lost that
argument before it was put on
paper. And, if that isn’t political
whimsy, it’s worse.
Kennedy was accused of pillow fighting on the issue of the
House Rules Committee and of
running out altogether on the
Issue of Senate filibusters. In
these areas, ADA’s annual message was more a peevish show
of dissatisfaction than a serious
political document.
The frustration of ADA seems
to lie in its inability to shape
or much modify Kennedy administration policy. The good
politician in the White House
isn’t listening. ADA, in fact,
is a captive lodge of a President
who won’t listen. ADA has no
one else to go to.
The organization would be
much happier, perhaps, with
Adlai E. Stevenson, a first love,
or, maybe, with anyone. To these
new New Dealers, Kennedy has
been suspect ever since he put
Lyndon Johnson on the 1960
ticket. ADA regarded Johnson
as a disaster. Still does.

Editor:
In reference to :Low oved housing, specifically for coeds under
21 years of age, the issue at
stake is more than the pseudo.
protection of morals. Rather, it
is a question of forcing an individual to conform to tflui live in
a situation that may be totally
foreign. The period of adjustment in college is often hard
enough without adding this factor.
There are individuals whose
backrounds have offered great
freedoms. The college, by advocating approved housing with
a few exceptions, forces these
individuals into a very unhappy
situation. No doubt when they

leave college these individuals
shall return to their old pattern
of living. Thus, the college Ls
not considering the individual.
College was not to be a place
meant to force people to conformity. but rather a place to
help people discover how they
are to accomplish anything In
their lives. It is not so much the
responsibility of the college to
go beyond this endeavor, but if
it wishes to du so, it had ought
to leave a loophole for those persons whose parents feel that they
are ready and able to take care
of themselves sans a babysitter,
which is the high, monopolized
In-ice we pay for in the farcical
approved housing. If our parents,
who should know us best, feel
that we are responsible, the college should let us live in peace
anal happiness where we wish.
Perry Lee Birehard
ASH AR660

’Male SJS Ski Team
Rudely Stymied’
Editor:
Students of San Jose State:
The men’s ski team that we had
expected and hoped to give you
this season has just been ungratefully and deliberately stymied by the student body and
college administration.
The underlying reasons that
the team was not granted its
yearly allocation of funds can

Probably be attributed to
lack
of both foresight and an
athletic
approach. The budget wits no
submitted with the lather Phys.
kid Eauvation Department
too.
gets, and the pre -season trait.
big schedule was uninspired.
There is a high level of inter.
eat in skiing at SJS, as is shown
by our student body publications.
However, the only teem that
will
be able to represent our 0.11egs
in stale wide ski competition
this
year is the women’s ski team
We, the candidates for the men’s
ski team, have been training
hard in anticipation of the cora
ing season. To say that we are
disappointed is an understate.
ment.
In order to ensure a futuie
standing for the team, we ne.
onimend its reorganization sa
follows: (1) Establish a year.
round program of me-season
training; (2) Utilize in -season
t aining camps; t 3) Pnwide the
team with adequate equipment,
and 141 Enlist the mu:wet-mem
of the P.E. Department, as do
other scholastic team.
But this year there is only one
thing that can save the team
an appropriation by the ASS.
Bob Kurd ASH AlS519
Fred J. Sander ASH Al3S01
Paul Ward ASH Alli10
Al Henninger ASH AR653
Robert Crawford ASH A1356
Lance Walden ASH A1018
DUNN R04414 ASH A805

Frosh’ Returns at 38
By ALLAN RISDONE
There are not many men who
would return to school after 20
years in the Navy and a successful career in writing, but there’s
one at SJS.
Grant H a i’d e n, 38-year-old
"freshman who should be a sophomore," thinks that "school gives
you discipline," and he’s at SJS
to prove it. He is majoring in
journalism and political science.
Although he never had a writing course until he came to SJS,
Harden has sold more than 350,000 words to "pulp" and "slick"
magazines and has worked on
all types of Navy publications.
He has also worked in radio and
television.
He is now working on the final
draft of a novel.
INTEREST IN ASIA
Harden is very much interested
In Asia. In political science he is
specializing in international relations of the Far East.
He became interested in Asia
during a five-year stay there with
the Navy.
During this time Harden met
such men as William Lederer,
co-author of "The Ugly American," and Edgar Snow, who
wrote "Red Star Over China."
As a result of these contacts,
Harden feels that Asia is very
Important to America’s future.
He plans on returning to the
Far East after college to write
Independently. "I would like to
get into China if it opens up,"
he remarked, with a determined
look on his face.
As might be expected, Har-

A Home Without a Family

Sizatti2n2)ai/y

By JAMES VADEN
For the San Jose State campus, a bustling student community that caters to more than
16,000 hurrying students daily,
the mass exodus at the Christmas break which left it nearly
deserted, represented a drastic
change of pace.
For two weeks, nearly all the
student force put old SJS out
of sight and out of mind, though
there were the inevitable few,
who treked daily to the library,
to pore faithfully over some
project due the first day or so
back to class.
And came that empty time
between Christmas and New
Year’s Day, a time so anticlimatte to the old year and such
an agonizing delay to the new.
It found the campus "waiting
it Out" with Much the same passive impatience as the students.
Except for the library, the
campus was a portrait of desolation. A leisurely stroll around
the favorite campus paths revealed a lonely but peaceful
scene.
--The off-sidewalk short-cute,
beaten clean of grass by constant tramping of feet, capitalizing on the lightness of foot
traffic.
The sparrows that linger near
the off-campus sandwich shops,
neglected for a time. Mit seeming to sense that soon again
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there would be lines forming
around the block at the noon
hour, and people with a crumb
or two to toss-The reserve book library,
normally teeming with life, out
of business. Litter receptacles
empty. Classroom doors closed
and locked. Bulletin boards
stripped bare of notices-Hardwood trees, nearly bare
of leaves in the teeth of a cold
snap, testimony to winter’s arrival. The fallen leaves brown
and crisp, crackling under-foot,
the sound echoing around the
emptiness of the quad walls-The pigeons, eternal inhabitant! of the inner quad, ignored
on busier days, rousting about
in the palms at the entrance,
each wing flap intensely magnified. Benches lining the walk,
unoccupied. No one leaning
along the surrounding walls
flipping cigarette butts through
the arching ports onto the quad
lawn below
Ivy-wrapped Tower Hall appearing more majestic and lasting than ever, its ivy splashed
with winter colors. It continues
beautiful, people or no. The
chimes knifing sharply through
the intense silence --A scrawny, tilted Christmas
tree on a platform extending
from the tower. For all to enjoy, it has been seen by few and
is by this time outdated

.11.1T

Thrustand Parry
Student Appreciates
College Reception

It

e/iewhere
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den’s novel concerns Asia. It
takes place off the coast of
China and deals with a destroyer
and its men’s struggle with
monotony.

’STORY OF MEN’
"It’s a story of men and perpetual conflict between the old
and the new Navy," he said.
Harden has been writing since
boyhood. He began his Navy
writing after he enlisted in 1941
at the age of 17. He achieved
the title of Chief Journalist while
in the service.
During his last two months in
the Navy, Harden was manager
of a radio and television station
in Alaska.
He retired from the Navy in
August, 1961.
In his career of freelance writing, Harden’s principal market
has been the "pulp" magazines
the male action stories, such
as "I Wrestled with an Orangutan and Lived."
"You can write these stories
even if you’ve never seen an
orangutan, but they had better
be technically correct," he emphasized.
Harden sold his first freelance
story for $12 in 1947 to the magazine ’Our Navy.’ He received
one-half cent per word.
He has also written for such
"sick" magazines as "Coronet,"
"American Magazine" and "Popular Mechanics."
PHOTGRAPHY. TOO
Harden wasn’t satisfied with
just writing, so he took up photography and sold his first photofeature to the Sunday newspaper
supplement "This Week." The
story and pictures concerned

American soldiers in Korea.
Ile pointed out that the trend
during the last few years has
been for publications to hire
photo-journalists.
Harden stressed that in free.
lance wilting it is "absolutely
essential that you shoot your own
pictures."
He also had some comments
on journalism.
"Writing today in newspaper
work is less conservative, and
there is less adherence to the
old standards of IV’ and IF in
the first paragraph.
"Brevity is no longer a virtue," he declared. The leading
papers have gone into feature
news. This is the trend to make
dull meetings interesting.
"But journalism does teach yai
brevity, which is bad for fiction
writing. I had to work for years
to break this habit," Harden
said.
NIX ON HEMINGWAY
He doesn’t like the brief.
simple style of such authors as
Ernest Hemingway. "I have a
personal prejudice for Thomas
Wolfe," he remarked.
As for freelance writers, it
is essential for them to know
their markets. You should study
the markets by reading them
consistently, he advised, so you
can analyze the stories.
Harden lives in Santa Cruz
with his wife and three children.
a 15-year-old son and two daughters, 13 and 11 years of age.
About the only problem he has
studentenjo3s ismhyis Csons.is attitude..
115"Hea
joked.
"Consequently, I keep
grades classified."

’Uncle Sam Wants ME?’
Upon nearing the end of their college education, prospective
male graduates receive letters from various departments of L’ncle
Sam’s friendly family.
The letter from the flying school for officers elucidates the
qualifications necessary.
One loyal about-to-be-graduted Spartan Passed all the qualifl:
cations (except one), and sent the following letter to the Ur
Air Force captain in charge of officer selection for the Officer
Training School Program,
Dear Sir:
I was delighted to receive your recent letter informing me of
the advantages and opportunities to be derived from a career as
an officer in the United States Air Force.
Your letter states that to qualify, I must:
1. Be in good physical condition. (I am.)
2. Be of high moral character. (Of course.)
3. Be between the ages of 20% and 77% years of age. (Fits
me to a ’"F’!)
Your letter also stated that I am eligible to become an officer
because I have completed my college training. It is encouraging
to know that my college training has made me so valuable te
my country.
said
However, one statement disturbed me very much. You
(quote): "Your forthcoming graduation from college will PIE"
IF
you in the category of a much sought after young man." as I
far
quote.) Now this is niceswell, in fact --except that as
desigknow, I am and always have been a member of that sex
nated as "weaker," "lesser," or in other words, female.
invitation. If
Thank you very much, anyway, for your kind
oi
command
in
being
can think of nothing more pleasant than
gtil
service
your
as
several hundred eager, handsome men. But
the men
carries on that discriminating practice of segregation of
and women who enlist, I fear that I must refuse.
Sincerely.
(Mies) Lynn B. Talbe
P.S. I love to fly plates.

Speaker To Offer
Audience ’Look’
At Modern Art

78 VALLEY FAIR

AN JOSE PAINT
AND WALLPAPER CO

112 Sowth Second wer Soo F

EVERYTHING
FOR THE ARTIST !

CONCERTS,
Pu4uct4
*

INC.

MRS. SHERMAN PRESENTS
"MY SON, THE FOLK SINGER"

ALLAN SHERMAN
WITH
FULL CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA

FRI., JAN. 25th, 8:15 P.M.

-Let’s Look at Modern Art"
That’s what peisons attending
tomoriow’s lecture by Kathleen
Cohen at 9 a.m. in A133 will do
when the speaker presents an illu-strated discussion on the state
of contemporary art.
The talk is sponsored by the
Pacific Arts Association as its
first public offering of the year.
Mrs. Cohen’s talk will trace
the various modes of thought in
modern painting, examining such
topics as intellectual, emotional.
sensual and imaginative feelings.
The speaker is ptimarily interested in Ow state of modern art
and its relationship with art
forms ot the Middle Ages. especially influenced by apocalyptic
thinking .
In her analysis, Mrs Cohen
will recognize the Jungian psychiatric and philosophical background.
The speaker has studied at
both Stanford University and the
University of California. She has
studied in and traveled in Europe. Currently, Mrs. Cohen is
doing research for her doctorate
in art history at the University
of California.
Those attending the lecture,
which is scheduled to run until
noon, must pay a $1 registration
fee at the entianee to the art

San Jose Civic Auditorium

Art Professor
Presents Exhibit
Of Painting

TICKETS: 4.50, 3.75 3.00, 2.25
San Jose Box Office CY 5-0888
ST CLAIRE HOTEL
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6 BURGERS AND
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101
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10c & 15c
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John DeVincenzi, assistant
professor of art, is currently exhibiting a group of oil paintings,
watercolors and drawing at the
Fellowship Gallery, First Methodist Church, Los Gatos.
DeVincenzi, who holds a masters degree from Stanford University, is active in all phases of art
work, including numerous local,
regional, state and national exhibits.
He has had several one-man
shows and has participated in
competitive exhibits where he
has won numerous awards.
The art professor has judged,
lectured and been active in art
otganizations of the area since
1948.
DeVincenzi describes himself
as being primarily a realist, attempting to go beyond mere
technique in reaching for altitudes and emotions that are an
innate part of all subject matter.
The exhibit will run until Jan.
31. The gallery is open Sundays
from 2-4 p.m.

Now Color TV Has
Its Own ’Language’
515 S. 10th

At William

Phone: 295-1510

"You can sell
ALL your used
textbooks at
ROBERT’S ..."
(Whether used
here or not.)

NEW YORK (UPI) --- When
television first invaded the
American scene a new "language" came with it, for use in
explaining various maladjusttnents afflicting video sets.
Now, with the rise of color
television, a whole new collection of terms has come into use
by color set owners, according to
Mitch Miller, of NBC-TV’s "Sing
Along With Mitch" series.
"The white dots formerly
known as ’snow’ now appear in
rosy red, so folks can report
their set has the ’measles,’"
said Mitch. The double vision effect, in the past referred to as
"ghosts," now haunts owners
under the title of "the purple
plague." As for "flipover," color
set. users have a more expressive term: the "Salvador Dali
Splash."
-

I IT’S THE TALK
OF SAN JOSE!
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Rings on Fingers, Beaux on Toes
ENGAIULNIF.NTS
Joan (ial’iler, sophuniore fstoc.dion major fro ,ii Monrovia, I.,
Dick Ashworth, Alpha Tau Onit.ga, hu,iness and Industrial manage
ment major from Palo Alto.
Julie Kechichian, sophomore marketing major from San Mate,
to Gil Amoroso, Phi Sigma Kappa, sophomore business major at
College of San Mateo, from San Mateo.
Sally Busch, senior nursing major from San Jose, to George
McLeod, Tau Delta Phi, senior mathematics major from San Jose.
Aug. 9 is the big day.
Mary Nelson, Delta Gamma, junior speech and drama major
from San Jose, to John Alving, an employee of Aerojet General
Corp., from Salt Lake City. The couple are planning a June I! c
wedding.
Bobbie O’Connell, senior education and English major In,
Gilroy, to Bob Munson, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, employee of Standaot
Oil of California, from West Covina. June 16 has been circled
Susan Dean, Sigma Kappa, sophomore social psychology tnajoi
from Piedmont, to Kent Carson. Kappa Alpha. senior material
science major at Stanford. from Houston, Tex.
Cheryl Vanier, junior elementary education major trom Casty,.
Valley. to Jon Borad, Theta (’hi. graduate now teaching in Sm.
Leandro.
Suzanne Whiton, Gamma Alpha Chi, senior advertising maj-:’
from San Jose, to Robert A. Johnson, airman in the U. S. Navy, from
Santa Clara.
Barbara Hurd, Alpha Chi Omega, junior medical technolog:.
major from Los Angeles, to Bob Fagundes. Pi Kappa Alpha.
graduate of SJS from Oakland.
Rebecca Browder, sophomore nursing major from Atascadero.
to AZ2 James Curneen, stationed in San Antonio, Texas, from
Atascadero.
June Sherry, Phi Mu senior, to Jim Harvey, Lambda Chi Alph
alumnus, San Jose.
Claudia Bourne, sophomore education major from Mountac.
View, to Gerald Alonzo, graduate student in engineering at Star:
fool, from Mountain View. A mu-inner wedding is in the offing.
Cory Carlson, Alpha Chi Omega, sophomore ilOITle economic,
major from Los Gatos, to Tom Moore, extension student at University of California, from Los Gatos.
Julie Forchini, Sigma Kappa, senior education ma,jor from San
Bruno, to Dave Carlson, senior industrial management major from
Lafayette. June 29 is the big day.
Georgia Jacobsen, Sigma Kappa, senior speech correction and
education major from Stockton, to Jim Jameson, stationed with
the USN in Florida. from Stockton.
PINNING8
Carol Hillherg, sophomore business major from San Mateo to
William Vernor, SJS graduate now serving as a lieutenant in USAF
in Michigan, from San Bruno, A July 20 wedding date has been set.
Shirley Donald, Kappa Kappa Gamma, junior occupational major
from Santa Clara to Garth Eno, medical technician from Santa
Clara.
Linda Destefani, Alpha Chi Omega, junior education major from
Bakersfield. to Turney Powers, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, senior public
relations major at Fresno State College, from Oxnard.
Florence Rexrad, Sigma Kappa. sophomore education major
from Arroyo Granda, to Vince Casper, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, senior
business major from Bakersfield.
Marian Pfaff, Alpha Chi Omega, junior English major from
San Francisco, to Orve Hendrix, SJS graduate now serving with
the USA, from Palo Alto,
Lii Carter, sophomore physical education major from Bakersfiel, to Ed Marcos, Sigma Chi senior physical education major teem
El Sobrante.
Sally Clark, Simla Kappa, junior education major to Skip
Morello, Theta Xi. senior political science major from Saratoga.
Kathy McKay, Kappa Alpha Theta, sophomore French major
from Ventura, to John Quigley, Tau Kappa Epsilon, SJS graduate
in business management.
Mary Castro, freshman chemistry major, from San Jose, to
Don Howell, sophomore business major at Oregon State University,
from Millbrae.
Dana Morel, junior education major, fiom Tacoma. Wash., to
Charles Yourloris, now serving as 2nd lieutenant in USAF, from
Washington.
Louise Fleury, Alpha (’hi Omega, junior secretarial and office
management major front Fremont, to Wes Elerding. Alpha Tau
Omega, senior industrial management major from Los Angeles.
Steffi Comperin, junior art major from Hillsborough, to Priv
Kahl, Delta Upsilon, junior from Los Angeles.
Barbara McNeil, Atherton, to John Brigham. Delta Sigma Phi,
junior accounting major from Atherton.
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Defensive Star
Likes ’System’
13,, .t.ROL SWENSEN
Nat many players can boast
decade 01 ba.sketlaill experience,
a consistent mixture of brain and
laawn and a rating as one of the
lest defensive forwards in the
a’ague. But Dennis Bates can.
A senior in his third varsity
soason with the Spartans. Bates
,- regarded as a successful product
a -coach Inman’s influence." He
.ined the arsity in the same
ear Inman became varsity coach
ti the age of 11. Dennis began
..tying organized basketball at a
r.iarby recreation center. -It was
’hi, point that I recei\ed my
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San Jose pushed its season ref!.
A hot-shooting San Jose State
bosh rolled to its fourth straight ord to 7-2, while the Gaels dipped
to 3.5.
rage triumph Friday night, as it
+ested St. Mary’s, 88-52, in Oak.
PART TIME
Lind Auditorium.
Coach Danny Glines’ Sparta - Awe. earnings $3 per hour & up.
Service local established Ful’or Brutli
babes wa.sted little time in taking
rte. Wily guarantee available. No
comand. as they scored 20 points vest or experience. Car & Ref. a 111,1
irs the first seven minutes of play
Mr. Wilkinson
141.4189
and sped to a 48-25 halftime adantage.
Pete Newell Jr. registered his
lest offensive output of the season i
with 21 points, while forwards
Frank Tarrantts and S. T. Saffold
contributed 16 and 14 to the winners’ cause.

tie said.
train.i:
He then _ .ntinited p;..Nr0i in
rnade the varsity
joriant htch
team at ’Utast High School in
tits junior year. Beside, basketball.
Dennis %%its a quarterback on the
football team and helped lead the
team to the city championships
for the first time in the school’s
history.
At graduation time. Bates was
awarded by his class the most
outstanding athlete award. City
College of San Francisco was his
next stop. There he played both
your Health
sports, this time bringing home
II our primary
the Rig Eight championship in
responsib:lity
basketball.
While down in San Jose for the
To serve your physician’s prescriptions with the utmost precision is
state finals. Dennis met coach Inman and decided to accept a scholour main concern. But we also know
, ship to &TS. He pointed out,
that your daily needs must be filled
I’ve always been proud to be a
That’s why we carry a lull line of
Enjoy smoking
product of his system because
brand name toiletries, drugs and ios.
Smoke a pipe!
it is a system that the team bemetics at modest student prices
And while you am shopping, try
lies-es in and it is always amazing
one of our select blends of fine
plus a free delivery service.
imported or domestic tobacco. Just
to see it work.
CY 8-4200
2016 Forest Ate.
right for the discriminating pip*
"I have always been happy to
(Off Bascom A p.i
smoker.
represent SJS and especially to
know that the students are in...rested in what the team is doing
by coming out to the games. When
the crowd is behind you. one always plays harder." Bates added.
AGGRESSIVE FORWARDDennis Bates returns for his third
Since coming to SJS. Bates has
varsity season with the Spartans. He has a decade of basketball
been named Player of the Week
experience behind him which accounts for his being rated as one
and received honorable mention
of the best defensive forwards in the league.
last year in the All-WCAC competition.
He also led the team last year
in rebounds, field goals. free
HritWA and total points.
Bates also coached his fraternity
to the second place honors in intramural basketball.
Phi Sigma Kappa and Pi Kappa era with four wins and two losses .
In looking at the 1962-63 achedkeep right on rolling along Sig Eps clobbered Sigma Nu, 48- ,
rile, he sees a well-balanced league Alpha
19, as they keep showing improvein which SJS will have an excel; in fraternity league basketball
with perfect records, but Theta ment after losing at the beginning
lent chance against an teams.
iChi and Alpha Tau Omega are of the year. Art Romero hit for
15 and Mike Corrleiro potted 10
staying on the leaders’ trail.
Readak RAPID READING COURSE
Thursday night’s action saw both points for the winners.
Beg.ns Tuesday, January 15, 7-730
One full game behind the Sig
pace-setters winning.
croi CH 04674
PiKA sailed past Sigma Alpha Eps is Sigma Chi. which now
Epsilon, 49-:17. SAE’s Jim McGuire owns a 3-3 mark after its win
RCatittk, 91te
and PiKAs’ Tom Graham duelled over Lambda Chi Alpha. Jack
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
for game-scoring honors, and Mc- iRainey swished IR points to lead
Guire won out by hitting 19, as ISigma Chi ta the 39-29 triumph.
Although Theta Xi downed Delta
Graham dunked 18.
Phi Sigs trounced Sigma Pi by Sigma Upsilon. 43-29, an ineligible
VITALISO KEEPS YOUR HAIR NEAT ALL DAY WITHOUT GREASE!
a 48-28 margin to maintain a tie ’Theta Xi man reversed the win
Greatest discovery since the comb! Vitalis with V-7t, the
for first place with a 6-0 mark and gave the decision to DSP in a
Two Phi Sigs, Jim Hemphill and forfeit win. Dennis Dellart put
greaseless grooming discovery. Keeps your hair neat all day
Dave Fleming. tied for team hon- 24 points through the basket in
without greaseand prevents dryness, too. Try Vitalis today.
;’.1 futile attempt for the Theta Xi
on with 12 points apiece.
ATO handed Delta Upsilon its team.
In two independent games, DU
third loss and gained its fourth
win, taking a 44-33 decision. Char- , No 2 beat the Phi Sig No. 2 team
I
lie Swan and Jim Pryor combined by a 2-0 forfeit, and the Markham
to lead AT() with 12 points each. , Marksmen outpointed the Raiders,
ATO and Theta Chi currently !48-34.
are tied in second place with 4-1
marks. Theta Chi was idle Thursday night.
Sigma Phi Epsilon is one-h,1
game behind the second place hf.3:-

FOREST /Mir:.
R. PHARMACY

Cut Your Gasoline Costs
By Buying a Major Brand
Gasoline at Discount Pricirs

Football Meeting
All varsity football prospects
must attend a meeting tomorrow
at 4 p.m. in MG201, according to
arh
Bob Titchenal. Spring practwe will be the subject ol discussion. If you are unable to attend see one of thc coaches.

PURITAN OIL CO.
Jost a Few Blocks from Campos
Ith a William 6th & Kern
10111 & Taylor

If you’re
i.hy and have diffoultv caving -I love you’ or Avert ’I liko you very
much"say it with a Parker
The ni i"
Ai row makes a beautifully eri
11 and looks as if you paid
a small : :.,. for it. It only costs $3.93,
however, which should leave you with
enough date money for an impressive presentation r eremony in romantic surroundthe sprond booth from the
ings ie
had, in you local drugstore.
The new Parker Arrow comes in black,

dark blue, light blue, light gray, and bright
red, with a r hoire of four instantly replaceable solid I4K gold points. Gift-boxed with
five free cartridges
P. S.To girls: a Parker Arrowbesides being
a very romantic giftcomes in one size (the
right one), should last at least ten times
longer than a scarf or a tie, and should
bring in a harvest of correspondence you’ll
cherish the rest of your life.

4)

Skiing

59.95

[I]

Vittoria

Clubman

Bergimeister

39.95

3 Speed Deluxe Bicycles

49.95

Reg. 44.95. Unasembled and in boy’s model only.

Includes rear book rack, chrome fenders, And air pump.

USED BIKES
We also have a complete line
of used bikes at Rick’s Bikes
1022 Main St., Santa Clara.
Phone 243-7242 for more information.
OPEN: 9 to 6 Daily, Thurs. and Fri. till 9, Sun 12 to 5
Expert Repair Seroce
Banliamericards Welcomed

PARKER Maker 01 the world’s most wonted pent

New PARKER ARROW only $395

Date

7 7 7 Li

3 Speed Racing Bikes

Dirhiaa-B: I
24141741

ri

from

BIKES
Peugeot

FOR: Clothes 0

Party LI

10 SPEED
RACING

Terrot

Need More
Money?
Travel [11

SANTA CLARA COUNTY’S
MOST COMPLETE BIKE SHOP

Say it with a Parker

OP

Mane

DI:

Ui
CY
eMa=01

Fraternity Leaders
Keep Perfect Marks

THRIFTY
STUDENTS

It you has I. trouble saying it...

TI319 T
Se.

S
223B El Camino, Santa Clefs
II Block North of Scott Blvd I

Get More For
Your Books
Spartan Bookstore
"Right On Campus"

at
fr
te
lu

Gaels Beat SJS on Foul Shots

YARN
,Ship

In a liardtou,;ht battle. the St.
Mary’s Gaels defeated the San Jose
State Spartans 56-50 in the Oak I land Auditorium Friday night.
The Gaels led through the entire
first half and took a 25-21 lead
at half-time. Steve Gray led the
way for St. Mary’s in the first
half with 9 points. The Gaels lead
alth Gotten at the free throw line
he hit 7 of 12 free throws.

SAVE ALL THE
YEAR ’ROUND
Nylana Germantown
35s oz.
sempl
This is just
of th seings at

All new 1963 cars at
wholesale prices

THE YARN SHOP
319 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
5an Jose (opposite Emporium)
Open Mon & Thurs. Eves 7.

B.sc

used

LW,

at a re1 low discount.

call 368-4259

OPEN
Monday
Thursday
Friday
TILL 9

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

ELECTRONIC PARTS & HI Fl EQUIPMENT

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
CY 8-1212

1425 W. SAN CARLOS

F F ’

5

CC> FPEE

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming.

Next time monotony makes
you feel drowsy while driving,
working or studying, do as
millions do ... perk up with
safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
Another hoe product of Grove loborstorin.

SELL EARLY

MORE

50%

Of Current New Price
For Books To Be Used Again
PLUS

10%

On the other hand, the Spartans
could only hit 3 of 13 free throws.
This action constituted the difference in the score at the half.
San Jose came back in the early
stages of the second period and
went ahead 29-28 with six minutes
gone in the period. Front then on,
the lead changed constantly. With
7 minutes left, the score was 40-40.
Bill Robertson put the Scalar’s
ahead with a field goal it 6:30 left
in the game. Mel Simpson gave the
Spartans a four-point lead with

I

Spartans Down
Loyola’s Lions
foliN IIENRY
The
cagers, led by the
hot shooting of big Harry Edwards
and Eddie Sims, won their second
WCAC victory Saturday night as
SJS downed the LIMO of Loyola
62-52.
Edwards, after scoring only four
points in the first half, climaxed
the second half with nine, to lead
the Spartans to victory. The Spartans’ lead was 31-29 at halftime.
hit four field goals in the
flint nine minutes to put San Jose
ahead 41-33.
Sims thrilled the crowd in the
closing stages of the game as he
hit three field goals to widen the
Spartans’ margin and give him 15
points for the night.
itt

Spartan Bookstore
"Right On Campus"

M

throws to ice the game for St.
Mary’s. Joe Lee scored five points
in the last five minutes of play to
lead the Gaels’ victory.
Gray led the scoring with 23
points on seven field goals and
nine free throws. The leading
scorer for the Spartans was Robertson with 13. Bill Yonge scored
10 points for the losers. San Jose
State out -shot the Gaels from the
field with a percentage of 44.7 to
St. Mary’s 35.3
Or MARY’S PG FT TP US
PG FT TP
7 4 15 ba.ts
4 1
"I
I 0 1 L.
2 0
1
I 4 6 Edwards
20 n
2 0 4
3 3 9 5Lro,
5 0 It
I 3 5 leo.,
0 3 3
5 3 3
20

TOTALS

le

20

56

TOTALS

k
.

4

21 S SO

"si

a

4

LAIts
*-4241 Aktic‘r
1ei9
INOEPE NOE NT
MEN AND WOMEN
IfCHNICAl
rxicut,in
51111.1

1654 The

Telephone
Alameda
(John Hancock Insurance Building)

295-5647

CAREER JOBS

MEN & WOMEN
College Graduates

Engineers
Physicists
Chemists
Administration
Mathematicians
Marketing

s

custom barber
Your hair cut EXACTLY
the way you want It cut
* Ivy League
* Crew Cut
" Regular
also specializing In
women’s haircuts
* NEW LOCATION *
571 E. Santa Clara
11:411111141
lot 12fht
(Closed Monday)

SALE%

REFERRED OF APPOINTMENT
GET RESULTS!

RI

Joe
Glorioso

46

Secretaries
Bookkeepers
Librarians
Accountants
Typists
Merchandising

metn,
Fin pit rk men t .1it.lieV
N. Fee and Fee Jot,:
1020 The Alameda

C.

CY 4.5684

Transmission Adjustment
Automatic
Transmission

With

Adjustment only

(Including
Fluid 1

This
Advertisement

ALL WORK GUARANTEED!
Bring this advertisement to:

AUTOMOTIVE SPECIALISTS CO.
345 W. Santa Clara, CY 5-0287
All approved credit cards honored

FROSH WIN
In a preliminary game the San
Jose State freshmen downed the
Cal frosh 48-43 as Pete Newell Jr.
hit 16 for the winners. S. T. Saffold and Jeff Gorxlere both hit 12
points to lead the Spartababes to
the win.
The varsity had a good night
from the field as they hit 52 per
cent of their shots as compared to
40 per cent for the Lions. Loyola
stayed in the game on free throws,
hitting 16 of 21 as compared to
SJS’ 10 of 20.
In addition to being the top scor-Unanimous Choice
NEW YORK (UPI) --Jerry Lucas of Ohio state became the first
college basketball player to be
unanimously selected on The
United Press International AllAmerica team in 1962.

INDEPENDENTI
OWNED AND
OPERATED

(DURING FINALS)

Pay Highest Prices"

er, SITTIS also list tbe Spa! 1:111S iii
rebounds with 12. Bates and Robertson were nest ssittt seven.

Detroit Flunii1.,01 and Mike Lawler broke into double figures tot
the Lions with 12 and 10. Only two
other Lions, in addition to Quinn.
broke into the scoring column. Dick
McCloskey had nine and Dick
Schiendler had five.
The game marked the third
league loss for the Lions in three
outings. Santa Clara and USE lead
the league along with St. Mary’s
SS
LOYOLA
FG FT TP
EC.PTTP
Bates
2
5
9 Schindler
I 3 5
Sims
6 3 15 McCloskwl 4 I 9
Edwards
6 I It ..awler
3 4 10
tong.
6
0 12 ?unn
7
2 16
Janes;
0 0 0 lanagan
5 6 12
Robertson
I 7 Boehle
3
0 3 0
labetich
1
0
2 Elast
0 0 0
QUINN LEADS LIONS
Simpson
2 0 4 Tholt
0 0 0
0 0 0
Right behind Edwards and Sims 13.99,
16 10 57 Tc.tals
lb 16 S
In the scoring for San Jose was Bill Totals
Yonge, who got 12. Brian Quinn
was the big man for Loyola with
GOOD
16. The Spartans held hint in check
in the second hail as he scored outs
1:1
four points.
The game was the last for the
Spartans until after semester break
when they meet the rough, tough
Santa Clara Broncos in the Civic
Auditorium Feb. 2. The Spartans
are 2-1 in league play, while the
Broncos are 3-0.
San Jose controlled the ball game
for the first seven minutes of the
first half as it held Loyola scoreless while hitting nine points itself.
The Lions came roaring back in
the middle of the period when
PALM BOWL
Quinn came off the bench and put ,
Loyola back in the game.
1523 W. San Carlos
Again in the second half the
CY 4-2810
Spartans held the Lions without a
point, this time for four minutes.
During this time Edwards hit a
free throw and Yonge hit from the
field and Bates came back from
the charity stripe to put the SJS
five ahead by six.
Quinn brought the Lions to within three points but Edwards hit
three straight field goals to widen
the SJS margin.

EARLY SALE BONUS
"WE BUY ALL BOOKS
WORTH ANYTHING, AND

5:42. left. The Gaels came back on
free throws by Mike Caroseilli and
Kit Ruone.
Robertson put the Spartans
ahead again with a field goal only
to see All-American candidate
Steve Gray bring the Gaels to
within one point of the Spartans.
With 3:36 left in the game. (7arie.
seilli put the Gads ahead .17-46.
Simpson put SJS ahead for the
last time with 3:06 left.
The Gaels took charge as Steve
Gray hit a field goal and two free

%HT N i %ILI 3

Jan.

APPROVED

APARTMENTS
for WOMEN
Extra Large Rooms
Full Size

Beds

Individual Closets
All

Electric Kitchens

NOW RENTING for
SPRING SEMESTER

Crestwood Manor
643 S. 8th St.

CT 4-4749

21 Great Tobaccos make 20 Wonderful Smokes!
CHESTERFIELD KING tastes great, smokes mild. You get
21 vintage tobaccos grown mild, aged mild and blended mild,
and made to taste even milder through its longer length.

CHESTERFIELD KING
Tobaccos too mild to filler, pleasure too good to miss!

ORDINARY

CIGARE71 ES

HES’EFIFIELD

KING

t> Longo, length means milder taste
Tha mob’ 09 CnObtOr.neld K 74
mellOWII and softens as a 4100,
through longer loopto bocor
and gentle to your taste
smooth
laasialasUala;adoikaavaiest

IGA

TTES

Ntw-

DU Housemother Will Escort Coeds
Placement Tests On Hawaiian Tour this Summer
For Peace Corps

fi-SPARTAN DAILY
Monday, Jan. 14. 1963

Miss Kathryn Carlin, housemother of Delta Upsilon, will ea.
cort a group of &IS coeds on an
Nation-wide Peace Corps place- eight -week tour to the University
ment tests are scheduled for Jan. of Hawaii this summer as part of
26 at 8-30 a.m.. according to Don the Howard Tour program. The
Ryan. assistant to the dean of group from SJS will be joined by
students.
approximately 500 other college
The test will be given at the San women from throughout the United
Jose main post office, First and States.
Space is still available on the
St. John Streets.
Since the test will be held during tour and the price is $589 plus tax.
semester break. students may take This price includes round trip jet
their tests in their local communi- travel, living accommodations, and
ties. Ryan said. A list of test cen- a wide diversification of dinners,
tem is available in Rjan’s office, parties, shows, cruises, sightseeing
events, beach activities, and culAdm2E9.

tural entertainment, according to
the Howard Tours release.
In addition, the students may
register for as many as six units
at the University of Hawaii.
Further information about the
tour may be obtained from Miss
Casain at CY 3-2049.

FIRST IN AGRICULTURE
SAN FRANCISCO ( U P I/ California continues to maintain
its number one position in agriculture with almost nine per cent
of the nation’s cash farm receipts,
according to the state Economic
Development Agency.

Aspiring Writers
Urged To Enroll
ht English No
Students interested in creative
writing or magazine staff work
are encouraged to enroll in English 180. Reed staff, for the spring
semester. according to Dr. Jeanne
Lawson, assistant professor of English.
Participants in the course receive one unit credit and are
given the opportunity to work in
editorial positions on the campus
literary magazine, which is published annually, sometime in May.
The staff meets once a week by
appointment. All interested students may contact Dr. Lawson.
F0207. Ext. 2045, or the English
Office for further information.

Spadan2)a

Apt. contr. Reduced amount. Call CY Electric refrigerator, cross -top freezer
Cal’ 295-3093
7.7192 for information.
2 Appr. Hoes. Corrtrs. Good food. CY ’57 Portals 1600N. AMFM. Michell,’ X
3-4’53. Ask for Linda W. or Jan G. ’res. Abaw.k body needs little work.
297-9884. $1 950.00.
Apt. for 4 girls, 1 loIk. fom campus, app.,
sent. Andy. 294-5928.
Board. Hee. contr. Transferring. Disct.
293-9895 ask for Den.
Contract! French cooking, friendly girls,
Call CY 7.9733.
ever --.
’60 Renault-Dauphne. Blue -gray. $450.
456 S. 8th. 295.6538.
Bd. house contract ’- sale Spring 1963.
Ce N’ u Cy 5.9097
Spring Contract. Cath. Wornen’s Center.
_
Ca:I Mary, Rm. 321. CY 4.4622.
1958 trailer, 424’. o- bedc-mfull
bath: fur’ 2 ’-.; 295 3531. 4 Girls. App. apt. 2 bcirms. 2 baths. All
4 ,_.ontr. for sale. Juniper Hall, 10th St.
app. 40. CY 7-3367. Such a deal!
Chaml;m1 schools serreYer. Led Manor Ants
620 S
apt. N. 9. Contact mgr.. Bd. House Contr. Excl. food: friendly
Apt. N. I.
,4*^’,1: good Inc. $350. CY 3-5591.
Like new 1962 Schwinn IC speed racer Appr. Apt. Contr. Very nice. 1/2 blk.
_Hone’ Low gear. $70. AN 9-5068, from campus. Dtc. or offer. 297-9131.
App. apt. contract K.fron - Reduced
RENTALS
fee -- spring see. Call 294-5710.
Girls: Spring rental, let. priv. Clean.
Contract for spring. Betty Lee Hall. Ilth homey. 347 S. 12th St. 293-2810, aft. 6.
w;.h pool pry. Con.
SWant Change?
292-3284.
Mod, apts. for men - furn. I or 2 bd.
’5.4 POH 9
n’ cond.. radio heater. rms $35 a mo. per man. 741 S. 6th. 292’
.n payment. 298-0929. 3846.
,P

s4,4. Catholic W. C Small unfur. apt. $55. Married cpl. preferred. 731 S. 3rd St. Apt. No, 1.

WANTS,
Girl for bd. house. Friendly atmos.,
food. Nr. campus. Call Gail, CY 5-9997.
I girl to share unapp. apt. with 3 on 8th
St. Sp. sem 295-7738 after S.
Two Girls for Roomnsetwo Unappr. ept.
Spring sem. 460 S. 10t4s, No. 17 or cal!
294-5036.
Adv. agent - male - female introduce
elet(49 new product to qualified prospacts in this area. Pay to $7.00 hr. daily.
Eves only, car needed. P.O. be 11.093
sta. ’A’ Palo Alto.
Melo to share mod. unapp. apt. TV, hi-fi.
2 br. $30. CY 5-8397, apt. 9. 502 S. 4th,
Wanted: A girl to share apt. with 3
ethers. Call 294-6030.
HELP WANTON
Grad. women student to be house mother
spr. semester. Rm.-brd. CY 5-9735.
Night Club Work for bass guitar player.
297-9532. 29443136 evenings.
SERVICES
Folk Style guitar lessons. 264-3031.
RESUMES - JOB PROGRAMS, Mode,
management. 555 N. 1st St. CY 5-6274.
Grow planning - SI5.00. personal.
vocationalcounseling - 777 N. 1st St
297-3313.
Typing - Thesis, term papers. etc. Elec.
tric typewriter. Phone 317-6498.
FIRSONALS
Sue. remember the chaps. N.Y. eve at
Squaw Valley. Sarnbo’s in Reno? For
more laughs, write to: Dick Berth. Room
519. Grottier; Memorial, Stanford,
MISCELLANEOUS
Will do typing in my how,. Phore 294
1313
CLASSIFIED
254 a line
20e line
2

RATES:
first insertion
succeeding Insertions
line minimum

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office-Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

WANTED:

Lt. Gen. John
Ryan Jr, c.
mandIng General, Sixth U S.
Arrn
Phi
courses.
arts
Key Club. a campus organiza- mom of liberal
Presidio of San Franeigen
tion honoring outstanding gradu- Beta Kappa Club members use the
the semester graduating Maj. Gen. D. A. Holtzworth.
ating students in the liberal arts, top 3’"i of
class for the membership choice. uty commanding gene rit Iare
welcomes 22 members this sescheduled to arrive on campu.s
NEW HONOREES
mester.
morrow for their annual visit,
Pres. John T. Wah!,:kt
Sponsored by Phi Beta Kappa
Joining the ranks of Key Club
will
club, an organization of faculty this semester are Richard D. Mar- meet with the gene,’
’t
manindustrial
and
business
den,
national
members belonging to the
liberal arts scholastic honorary so- retement; Charlotte M. Tiesing, liCHEVRON GOING HOME
ciety, Key Club invites top-grade brarianship; Janet Porter Wasson,
OVER
students into its sphere each general Junior high: Celia Piehl,
English; Mary Lorraine Holzer,
SEMESTER
semester.
Dianne Mary Chamberlin.
BREAK?
Students are chosen for Key Spanish;
kindergarten primary: Robert AlClub on the basis of their schoWhatever
your
needs in the way of
len Stubbe, electrical engineering;
auto services, from tankful of gas
lastic along with their fulfillment
Mudd, English; AnPaul
Robert
to an engine tune-up, you Cdtl be
of a required membership mini sure they’ll get prompt espe,t at.
drew Matson, German; Michaele
tenticn at reasonable student rates.
M. Green e, philosophy; Lorrine
OIL CHANGES
Huck Stair. history; Gayle A.
LUBRICATIONS
Blair, general elementary; Johnny
FRONT WHEELS
B. Johnson. physical science; CaroBEARINGS PACKED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
lyn Llewellyn Cox, general junior
RELINED
high; Hannelore Greta Orrick,
TIRES BALANCED
German; Barbara Lansdale BenMOTOR TUNEUP
esh, psychology; Barbara Fa ve
Jan-din, history; Alfred B. Storey.
HERB’S
business and Industrial manageChevron Station
ment; Gerard Francis Palino,
Corner of 8th and Willie, Si.
ehemistry: Barbara Davies Zwieg.
Scholes
Edith
general elementary;
Keep, general elementary: and
James J. Rickard. mathematics.
REED’S=SKIS
Marden will receive $25 toward
COMPLETE
RENTAL LiNE
the purchase of any book of his
choice because he holds the highest
Skis
Boots
grade point average of the list of
Poles
Pants
incoming members. His average for
Parka
seven semesters of work is 3.89.
The Phi Beta Kappa Club of San
Jose originated Key Club in order
to honor the outstanding students
Weekend
Per
in liberal arts in lieu of a Phi Beta
Kappa chapter.
STUDENTS:

FOR YOURSELF
Sample Price Lists
Paid For Books
ON DISPLAY
at

Spartan Bookstore
"We Buy For More
and
Sell For Less"
FOR YOU ONLY!
PLUS

10 %

10

Special mid -week
rates available

CLUB OFFICERS
Dr. Glenn Morgan, assistant professor of political science, is president of Phi Beta Kappa club with
assisting officers Dr. Shirley Hopkinson. assistant professor of librarianship, vire president; Dr.
Ruth Lavare. associate professor
if English, recording secretary; and
Peter Buzanski, assistant proI
fessor of history. treasurer.
The permanent secretary for
Key Club is Dean Robert S. Mar’tin, associate dean of students.
Faculty members are attemptim.;
to begin a Phi Beta Kappa chapter at San Jose State and are using
the Key Club organization as an
interim society until the initiation
of the national honor society on
campus.
Phi Beta Kappa is the oldest
honor society in the United States,:
dating bark to 177f3 when it was.
founded at William and Mary College in Williamsburg, Va.

(JAN. 16-25)

USED BOOKS

Most current snow
and weather reports
oyoi/rble

REED’S
SPORTING GOODS
3151 Alum Rod Ai,.
(4 ekl., E,rt
Cl 8-5305

PRICES

JUST 1/2 BLOCK FROM THE LIBRARY
ADDMON AT

134 E. SAN FERNANDO

91dett 111e4t
Cleentere
25 S. Trd S4111

CY 2-1052
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u t1 tat
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green
rarTlyie

third
Way
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SIVOI

HI -Fl STEREO
COMPONENTS

Th

519-130
$10

HaatInit -

$24.95

HarmanKrdor

Fri

$27.10
$30 web

ti i’

$41.85
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eve..
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dvirenet
Ieres.
late I

USED
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$140
$200

.

Tu

GUITAR AMPLIFIER
-Rohm King"
new lv, $104
Two eharnrls
500
NOW ONLY

california hook co., ltd.
134 c. san fernando

dthetaeklinereeli
ot eiacetTklith.ar,

alt vs
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FAST COURTEOUS SERVICE

11

now
dRuepThetui
scour

...4:1StM57:6
C:4,7;totiarp 7’,

Eice

regularly 84c

St

for rI
then

General Elect:’c

55c

VoL
h

hhKWeaealnt
:3’k
posit

Record Changer;

Cleaned
and
Pressed

AGAIN NEXT SEMESTER.

On"’

pays

For the
Budget-Minded
S.J.S. Student

Harold lwashita was. n a to e d
president of Spartan Orincei for
the 1963 spring and fall semester,
at a recent meeting of the dol.
Others elected were Myles Yamamoto, vice president; Naomi
Iwashita, recording seeretar::
en Asakawa, correspondirm
tary; Janice Okada, publicity .’n,iirman; JoAnn Nishi, treasurer ;,orl
Sat Tamatibuchi, athletic chairman.

PANTS

EVEN IF THEY WON’T BE USED

taini
curt,i

radio
If

lwashita Elected
Oriocci President
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8 STORE BUYING POWER ENABLES CAL BOOK TO BUY
YOUR USED BOOKS FOR THE HIGHEST PRICE,

TOP

Generals Here
Tomorrow

SEE

CLASSIFIEDS
POR SAL.
Women’s approved ho,s;ng contract for
sat,. Contact Cr 7.9733.
Harmony Electric guitar. $W. Fender
.
$ 5 Cu Robert, 245-3745 Contract for sale MO. Room + hoard
4 ble-cks frorn school. 69 S. 10th St. Cell
Twc corracts o sp no sem. et Wee Mi. S mondi. 293-9418.
S. 12th S.. Correct Nancy.
Luxurious men’s appr. apt. contr. Pool.
tt-s. Grarqe at 295-9619.
Modern. Phone Bob Spingola, CY 2-3785.
62 ISA. 350 cc. I -owner good cond. 620 So. 916 St. or call #24.
s
:e Geoge Snow, DI 3-2974.
111 Chew. Sol Air 4-41r.. V.8, autornaCc.
’SS TR-3. Needs work, w.w. o’clrive. $650 127.H e.c. cond. $975. CH /14577 eve.
--c cyc e & cash. Rich, 297-8349.
I or 2 app. apart. contracts at $25 off
Appr. Apt. Cont. c-- St e Very nice. reg. rate. Incl. apt. #6.
620 S. 9th.
4:- S_ 5-, 5. c.
Cm:
297-3806
To
buy
room
contract
private
head, teleWomen’s approved housing contract phone.
Phone John. 294-7731.
available. Marro Ha ’, Spring 1963, Call
FiFi Ricketts. 293-9661,
I Girl to share fare, apt. with 2. $40.
Must Sell: 2 appr. bd hse. contr. Morn. 545 S. 9th, No. S. CY 4.5645. UnePPr.
293.9654.
Call
LeeHell.
Contract. -International House.’ Walter
APP. Id. House Contr. 10% off. Call Stroro, CY 3-9877, Color N.
Dar 293-9599,
Leaving Spartan City. I-24. Refrig..
Id. House Contr. l/2 block from school. $17’ auto. washer $25. CY 4.3425.
$375. Jeerre, 297-9918.

22 Graduati ng Students
Welcomed to Key Club

$17

All Used Hi Fi
Equipment is
GUARANTEED
FOR 30 DAYS
Largest
’’Ne.rthern Collforn,a a
Faulr
Selection of Hifl Stereo
men. -
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